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mindbodygreen founder Jason Wachob redefines successful living and offers
readers a new life currency to build on, one that is steeped in
wellbeing…Wellth.
 
“Many of us aren’t satisfied with just trying to accumulate the most money and
toys. The good life is no longer just about the material—instead, it can be found
in a lifestyle that is devoted to mental, physical, and emotional health. A wellthy
existence is one in which happiness is attainable, health is paramount, and daily
living is about abundance. It’s a life in which work is purposeful; friendships are
deep and plentiful; and there’s a daily sense of richness or overflowing joy. But
since there’s no one-size-fits all definition for a wellthy existence, I hope this
book will serve as a guide to help you embark on your own personal journey that
is both unique and meaningful.”
 
Eat. Move. Work. Believe. Explore. Breathe. Connect. Love. Heal. Thank.
Ground. Live. Laugh.
 
These are the building blocks of Wellth…and in this blend of memoir and
prescriptive advice Jason Wachob shows us all how to enjoy truly ‘wellthy’
lives—lives that are deeply rich in every conceivable way.  Through his
experience and personal story, as well as in exclusive material from popular
expert contributors (including Dr. Frank Lipman, Dr. Lissa Rankin, Joe Cross,
Charlie Knoles, Kathryn Budig, Dr. Aviva Romm, and Dr. Sue Johnson), we
learn how we too can embrace this new movement and develop richer, fuller,
happier, healthier, and more meaningful lives.
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mindbodygreen founder Jason Wachob redefines successful living and offers readers a new life currency
to build on, one that is steeped in wellbeing…Wellth.
 
“Many of us aren’t satisfied with just trying to accumulate the most money and toys. The good life is no
longer just about the material—instead, it can be found in a lifestyle that is devoted to mental, physical, and
emotional health. A wellthy existence is one in which happiness is attainable, health is paramount, and daily
living is about abundance. It’s a life in which work is purposeful; friendships are deep and plentiful; and
there’s a daily sense of richness or overflowing joy. But since there’s no one-size-fits all definition for a
wellthy existence, I hope this book will serve as a guide to help you embark on your own personal journey
that is both unique and meaningful.”
 
Eat. Move. Work. Believe. Explore. Breathe. Connect. Love. Heal. Thank. Ground. Live. Laugh.
 
These are the building blocks of Wellth…and in this blend of memoir and prescriptive advice Jason Wachob
shows us all how to enjoy truly ‘wellthy’ lives—lives that are deeply rich in every conceivable way. 
Through his experience and personal story, as well as in exclusive material from popular expert contributors
(including Dr. Frank Lipman, Dr. Lissa Rankin, Joe Cross, Charlie Knoles, Kathryn Budig, Dr. Aviva
Romm, and Dr. Sue Johnson), we learn how we too can embrace this new movement and develop richer,
fuller, happier, healthier, and more meaningful lives.
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Editorial Review

Review
"Health begins with what’s on your plate. But “wellness" is alchemy — an elusive and delicate ballet of
body, mind & spirit ever striving for perfect harmony.  Deftly leveraging the wisdom and experience of the
world’s greatest wellness experts, Wellth is a brilliantly composed, highly engaging memoir and easy to
digest primer on exactly how you too can be healthy and happy, live your best life, and thrive. A must read!”
—Rich Roll, wellness advocate and bestselling author of Finding Ultra and The Plantpower Way

"I wish all my patients and readers would grab a copy of Wellth. To truly thrive, we all need what Jason
Wachob shares with us here. More wellth, not wealth. It’s that simple and that important.”— Mark Hyman,
MD, Director, Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional Medicine, Author of #1 New York Times Bestseller,
The Blood Sugar Solution

“I love Jason’s work and his first book is a personal, smart and informative read. Wellth shares his deep
wisdom and helps you enjoy a more exciting, energized, healthy, and ultimately well-lived life.”
—Dan Buettner, National Geographic Fellow and New York Times bestselling author of The Blue Zones
Solution

“Wellth reminds us that by simply slowing down, having gratitude, and placing attention on our dreams, we
can and do have truly abundant and healthy lives.” 
—Amber Valletta, actress and supermodel
 
“Wellth is a folksy distillation of what we need to know about living a rich and fulfilling life.  Written in a
humble trustworthy voice, complex and often contradictory knowledge is made accessible and clear...”
—Frederic Luskin, Ph.D., Director of the Stanford Forgiveness Project
 
"Jason Wachob’s book reminds the global community to shift our goals from material possessions to love,
happiness, joy and purpose. By sharing his engaging personal stories of trials and growth, we gain a
refreshing perspective on what to do to ensure our own wellbeing."
—Tara Stiles, founder of Strala Yoga

“…Maximize joy in all that you do."
—New York Post

“For a comprehensive yet simple guide on how to live a healthier life, look no further. Wellth, a new book
by MindBodyGreen founder Jason Wachob, takes a holistic approach to happiness, success and wellness.
Mr. Wachob gives new currency to mental, physical and emotional wellbeing. The advice in Wellth is
firsthand: a Wall Street expatriate’s personal accounts. Refreshingly sincere and engaging, readers are
humbled, surprised and invigorated. Be prepared to shed a tear, start yoga, question your doctor’s advice and
eat more vegetables.” 
—The New York Observer

“An easy and great read for anyone who is a reticent convert to living a little better (specifically guys who
resist kale).”



--Goop.com

About the Author

JASON WACHOB is the Founder and CEO of mindbodygreen, the leading independent media company
dedicated to health and happiness with 15 million monthly unique visitors.  He has been featured in The New
York Times, Entrepreneur, Fast Company, and Vogue. Jason has a BA in history from Columbia University,
where he played varsity basketball for four years. He lives in Brooklyn with his wife, and loves German
Shepherds, Chuck Taylors, and guacamole.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
One of the first and most elemental aspects of accruing wellth comes from how we nourish our bodies. It
seems that everyone wants to know the perfect “diet” in order to look great. Many think that means eating
exclusively organic, vegetarian/ vegan, raw, Paleo, low-fat, or low-carb foods. But how do you tell which
eating plan is best for you? Is there a one-size-fits-all diet that leads to wellth?

When it comes to diets, I’ve tried them all. Every diet book you’ll read promises benefits like weight loss,
increased energy, glowing skin, better sex, and increased productivity and focus; but I believe that these one-
size-fits-all approaches are all wrong. Yet I think there are a few universal truths.

I’m six foot seven, and I weigh 220 pounds. A third-degree sprain in my right ankle from twenty-five years
ago still won’t let me ground my heel onto the floor. I love playing basketball, but I’ve always hated running.
Back in college, I could get my elbow above the rim and dunk very easily, but no more. I love Brussels
sprouts but hate mushrooms. Oddly enough, I’m allergic to celery. Each and every one of us has our own
physical gifts, quirks, likes, and dislikes. This may sound obvious, but sometimes it seems as if those in the
health and diet industry think otherwise.

I'm not just talking about the health care system and the way doctors treat symptoms rather than patients. I'm
referring to the way we think about everyday diet and exercise. How can one particular diet or workout be
good for the entire world? How can a diet be the same for a six-foot-seven, 220-pound, forty-one-year-old
man who practices fifteen minutes of yoga a few times a week; and a five-foot-two, 102-pound, twenty two-
year-old woman who runs fifteen miles every day? How can being vegan or Paleo be good for everyone?
How can any one believe that their health routine is appropriate for everyone else?

In reality, what is good for me may be awful for you. I absolutely love coffee, and I'm delighted that it has
antioxidants that may fight cancer. But for my coworker, even a sip causes painful acid reflux. For him, it's
green tea all the way. My wife loves running with the rising sun. I hate running at any time of day. Just the
idea of getting dressed to go for a run triggers a stress response in my body.

To be truly wellthy is to find your personal prescription-to discover what works for you, what feels good,
what you love. That process of discovery never ends. There are certain diets and types of exercise that are
right for you in certain periods of your life but not others. Not only do we have to find the ap proach that
works for us; we need to learn how to adapt that approach, or change it entirely, throughout our lives.

I was a gym rat for much of my twenties and early thirties, lifting weights and doing the elliptical machine
daily. In my mid-thirties, after yoga played a huge role in healing my back, I practiced yoga every morning
and did nothing else. In my late thirties and now forties, I’ve switched it up again. Now I do yoga at home a
few days a week for fifteen minutes, lift weights twice a week for 25 minutes, and meditate daily for twenty
minutes.



As passionately as Paleo expert Chris Kresser advocates for his diet, he also teaches that our bodies need
different diets and foods at different stages of our lives. Being an omnivore might be great for us at age
twenty, but at age twenty-five, we might want to be vegetarian. At thirty, we might find that being vegan is
just what the doctor ordered. At forty, we might try Paleo; and at age forty-five, go back to being an
omnivore once again.

This has certainly been my experience. In my mid-twenties I thrived on a low-carb, low-sugar diet during the
week, and on the weekends I ate and drank anything I wanted to. (I definitely did too much drinking!) In my
mid-thirties, when I began to get serious about yoga, I felt better as a vegetarian, although occasionally I ate
meat. My digestion improved when I went gluten-free. Then in my late thirties I went Paleo, eating a lot of
cooked vegetables, grass-fed beef, wild salmon, and no raw foods (in an effort to kick a parasite). In the past
few months, I went back again to eating mostly vegetables (cooked or raw), and I don’t eat much red meat.
I’ve added a variety of grains and the occasional gluten.

I discovered that it no longer serves me to resist going to Roberta’s for the best pizza in Brooklyn once in a
while. Plea- sure is not to be underestimated. I’ll also have a margarita or two (or three!) whenever I eat
Mexican food—there’s one that
I love that is made of carrot juice! Sometimes we all need a doughnut. It's probably not a great idea to eat
one every day, but the occasional treat isn't going to kill you. Life should be fun. Being obsessive about diet
can be stressful and can bring on orthorexia-an unhealthy obsession with healthy eating. So aim to be
balanced in your eating, as well as in your life.

Someone has to stand u p and soy t hat t he answer isn't another pill. The answer is spinach.
-BILL MAHER

And keep in mind that our diets and bodies change, so it's important to listen and fine-tune your diet
whenever you sense that something may be off, whether it's digestive issues, a lack of energy, weight gain,
or boredom and a lack of pleasure in your eating. Don't fall victim to health orthodoxy that gives you no
room for experimentation. Tune in to what feels good. Be open to change. Our bodies are constantly shifting,
and so should our personal approaches to wellness.

Yet I do think that my doctor friends all would agree that processed foods are not ideal. I try not to demonize
entire food groups, but I'm okay with demonizing sugar. There are studies that go as far as saying that sugar
is more addictive than cocaine. Oh, and that sugar is making us fat and sick, too. There's a great documentary
film, Fed Up, that dives into some of the harsh realities of sugar. For example, did you know that 80 percent
of the 600,000 items sold in grocery stores have added sugar? Or that a typical bottle of soda contains 16 tea
spoons of sugar from high-fructose corn syrup? Did you ever notice that on all nutrition labels there’s a
“recommended daily percent” right next to calories, fat, protein—but there’s no recommended percentage for
sugar, although it’s now being discussed by the FDA.

You can’t expect to live a vibrant life when you live on Twinkie consciousness.
—KRISCARR, WELLNESS ACTIVIST AND DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKER

Still not sold on the evils of sugar? Then you should watch the great April 2012 segment on 60 Minutes titled
“Cancer Loves Sugar.” It explains that some of this country’s most respected institutions have found that
sugar can lead to chronic illnesses such as heart disease, obesity, and cancer.

There are so many different viewpoints about food that a routine trip to the grocery store can quickly turn
into an episode of Portlandia. With labels like low-fat, non-GMO, local, organic, natural, wild, grass-fed,



cage-free, gluten-free, and dairy- free (I could go on and on), merely shopping for dinner can be
overwhelming. But a few straightforward suggestions can help to streamline the process.

Keep it simple. Try to avoid gluten, sugar, and processed foods whenever possible. If it’s in a box and has a
label, then try not to make a habit of buying it. Avoiding processed foods can seem almost impossible at
first, but after a few weeks it becomes easier. Author and wellness expert Dr. Mark Hyman says, “Stick to
things that God made and not that man made.”
Eat real food. Mostly shop the perimeter of the grocery store, and buy fresh vegetables and fruits. If you're
buying red meat, then make sure it's grass-fed or at least antibiotic and hormone free. And if you're buying
fish, make sure it's wild.

DIETS COME AND GO
The diet business is monstrous. There's a diet for pretty much anything these days: low-fat, low-carb, gluten-
free, sugar free. However, diets come and go, but a lifestyle stays with you forever. (I'm going to jump into
the ring with my idea for my next book, a diet called Eat Mostly Vegetables. The beauty of the book is that
the title is also the entire contents. I have a feeling no one will publish it.)

Eat food. Not too much. Mostly plants.
-MICHAEL POLLAN, IN DEFENSE OF FOOD

Actually, I don't believe in diets per se, as opposed to general dietary guidelines. Instead, I choose to be
mindful; that's my lifestyle when it comes to food. I want to know where my food comes from. I want to
know if it was sprayed with chemicals or if any antibiotics were used on it. I want to know if it contains
added sugar or gluten. I want to know if it was processed. And even though this is a tall order, I'd also like to
know if the people who picked, harvested, and produced this food were paid fair wages.

I want to know all these things. Sure, sometimes it’s impossible to find out this information, particularly
when eating in a restaurant. So when I don’t have all the facts, I want to be mindful that I’m making a
choice. Sometimes I choose to eat doughnuts that are laden with sugar and gluten and processed in a plant,
simply because they taste so good. And sometimes I get pure, albeit fleeting, joy from eating that delicious
dough- nut. But when I do make that choice, I want it to be me who has made that decision. And I want to be
okay with it.

This magical, marvelous food on our plate, this sustenance we absorb, has a story to tell. It has a journey. It
leaves a footprint. It leaves a legacy. To eat with reckless abandon, without conscience, without knowledge;
folks, this ain’t normal.
—JOELSALAT IN, FOLKS, THIS AIN’T NORMAL: A FARMER’S ADVICE FOR HAPPIER HENS,
HEALTHIER PEOPLE, AND A BETTER WORLD

Life—and junk food—happens. Contradictory? No, I don’t think so. People aren’t machines, and so we can
be in- consistent. Human? Absolutely, yes. How do I balance eating the occasional doughnut while at the
same time believing that sugar is terrible? The key word in that last sentence is balance. Sugar should be a
treat, not a habit. Treats are a part of finding balance, until they become habitual, and that is when
mindfulness becomes mindlessness.
Whatever you choose to eat, be mindful about it, so you can fully enjoy your choices.

Users Review

From reader reviews:



Robert Black:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing
for us to find out everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is usually reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem as well as
exercise. Well, probably you will need this Wellth: How I Learned to Build a Life, Not a Résumé.

Margaret Cardwell:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic
from the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to
fill your free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book might be option to fill your free time/ holiday. The first
thing you ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to try out look for book, may be
the book untitled Wellth: How I Learned to Build a Life, Not a Résumé can be excellent book to read. May
be it might be best activity to you.

Jesse Kennedy:

The reason? Because this Wellth: How I Learned to Build a Life, Not a Résumé is an unordinary book that
the inside of the reserve waiting for you to snap this but latter it will shock you with the secret the item
inside. Reading this book beside it was fantastic author who else write the book in such remarkable way
makes the content interior easier to understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning completely.
So , it is good for you because of not hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This amazing
book will give you a lot of rewards than the other book have got such as help improving your talent and your
critical thinking way. So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I had been you I will go to the
publication store hurriedly.

Carol Ratliff:

Beside this Wellth: How I Learned to Build a Life, Not a Résumé in your phone, it might give you a way to
get nearer to the new knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is
fresh from oven so don't be worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow small town. It is good thing
to have Wellth: How I Learned to Build a Life, Not a Résumé because this book offers to you personally
readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you seldom get what it's about. Oh come on, that
will not happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be questionable, such as
treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss it? Find this book in addition to read it from now!
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